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Hysteria - Megan Miranda
2014-01-07
After stabbing and killing her
boyfriend, sixteen-year-old
Mallory, who has no memory of
the event, is sent away to a
boarding school to escape the
gossip and threats, but
someone or something is
following her.
The Last House Guest all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

Megan Miranda 2019-06-18
“Once again, Megan Miranda
has crafted the perfect summer
thriller. The Last House Guest
is twisty and tense, with a pace
that made my heart race. An
edge-of-your-seat, up-all-night
read.” —Riley Sager, New York
Times bestselling author of The
Last Time I Lied “No one can
be trusted in the latest chilling
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thriller from master of
suspense, Megan Miranda. The
Last House Guest is a
lightning-fast mystery, full of
menace and unexpected twists
and turns that will have
readers on the edge of their
seats. A riveting read!” —Mary
Kubica, New York Times
bestselling author of The Good
Girl “This searing smalltown...explores the
complexities of female
friendship and the picturesque
fictions that money can buy.
Miranda delivers a clever,
stylish mystery that will seize
readers like a riptide.”
—Publishers Weekly (starred
review) Littleport, Maine, has
always felt like two separate
towns: an ideal vacation
enclave for the wealthy, whose
summer homes line the
coastline; and a simple harbor
community for the year-round
residents whose livelihoods
rely on service to the visitors.
Typically, fierce friendships
never develop between a local
and a summer girl—but that’s
just what happens with visitor
Sadie Loman and Littleport
resident Avery Greer. Each
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

summer for almost a decade,
the girls are inseparable—until
Sadie is found dead. While the
police rule the death a suicide,
Avery can’t help but feel there
are those in the community,
including a local detective and
Sadie’s brother, Parker, who
blame her. Someone knows
more than they’re saying, and
Avery is intent on clearing her
name, before the facts get
twisted against her. Another
thrilling novel from the
bestselling author of All the
Missing Girls and The Perfect
Stranger, Megan Miranda’s
The Last House Guest is a
smart, twisty read with a
strong female protagonist
determined to make her own
way in the world.
All the Missing Girls - Megan
Miranda 2016-06-28
Like the spellbinding
psychological suspense in The
Girl on the Train and Luckiest
Girl Alive, Megan Miranda’s
novel is a nail-biting,
breathtaking story about the
disappearances of two young
women—a decade apart—told
in reverse. It’s been ten years
since Nicolette Farrell left her
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rural hometown after her best
friend, Corinne, disappeared
from Cooley Ridge without a
trace. Back again to tie up
loose ends and care for her
ailing father, Nic is soon
plunged into a shocking drama
that reawakens Corinne’s case
and breaks open old wounds
long since stitched. The
decade-old investigation
focused on Nic, her brother
Daniel, boyfriend Tyler, and
Corinne’s boyfriend Jackson.
Since then, only Nic has left
Cooley Ridge. Daniel and his
wife, Laura, are expecting a
baby; Jackson works at the
town bar; and Tyler is dating
Annaleise Carter, Nic’s
younger neighbor and the
group’s alibi the night Corinne
disappeared. Then, within days
of Nic’s return, Annaleise goes
missing. Told backwards—Day
15 to Day 1—from the time
Annaleise goes missing, Nic
works to unravel the truth
about her younger neighbor’s
disappearance, revealing
shocking truths about her
friends, her family, and what
really happened to Corinne
that night ten years ago. Like
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

nothing you’ve ever read
before, All the Missing Girls
delivers in all the right ways.
With twists and turns that lead
down dark alleys and dead
ends, you may think you’re
walking a familiar path, but
then Megan Miranda turns it
all upside down and inside out
and leaves us wondering just
how far we would be willing to
go to protect those we love.
Good As Gone - Amy Gentry
2016-07-26
A New York Times Book
Review Editors' Choice, Amy
Gentry's propulsive and
suspenseful Good as Gone is a
"smart, crisply written thriller"
(Minneapolis Star Tribune). "So
gripping you might start to
question your own family’s
past."—Entertainment Weekly
Anna’s daughter Julie was
kidnapped from her own
bedroom when she was
thirteen years old, while Anna
slept just downstairs, unaware
that her daughter was being
ripped away from her. For
eight years, she has lived with
the guilt and the void in her
family, hoping against hope
that Julie is still alive. And then
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one night, the doorbell rings. A
young woman who appears to
be Julie is finally, miraculously,
home safe. Anna and the rest of
the family are thrilled, but soon
Anna begins to see holes in
Julie’s story. When she is
contacted by a former
detective turned private eye,
she is forced to wonder if this
young woman is even her
daughter at all. And if she isn’t
Julie, what is it that she wants?
“A bracing, scarily honest look
at what it means to be
female—and to be a daughter,
sister, wife, mother—wrapped
up in a vicious thriller. Gentry's
ambitious debut will satisfy
fans of Gone Girl, The Girl With
the Dragon Tattoo, and The
Killing.”—Merritt Tierce,
author of Love Me Back
The Winter Sister - Megan
Collins 2019-02-05
A “haunting debut:
suspenseful, atmospheric, and
completely riveting” (Megan
Miranda, New York Times
bestselling author of All the
Missing Girls) about a young
woman who returns home to
care for her ailing mother and
begins to dig deeper into her
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

sister’s unsolved murder.
Sixteen years ago, Sylvie’s
sister, Persephone, never came
home. Out late with the
boyfriend she was forbidden to
see, Persephone was missing
for three days before her body
was found—and years later, her
murder is still unsolved. In the
present day, Sylvie returns
home to care for her estranged
mother, Annie, as she
undergoes treatment for
cancer. Prone to unexplained
“Dark Days” even before
Persephone’s death, Annie’s
once-close bond with Sylvie
dissolved in the weeks after
their loss, making for an
uncomfortable reunion all
these years later. Adding to the
discomfort, Persephone’s
former boyfriend is now a
nurse at the cancer center
where Annie is being treated.
Sylvie has always believed Ben
was responsible for the
murder—but she carries her
own guilt about that night,
guilt that traps her in the past
while the world goes on around
her. As she navigates the
complicated relationship with
her mother, Sylvie begins to
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uncover the secrets that fill
their house—and what really
happened the night
Persephone died. The Winter
Sister is a “bewitching” (Kirkus
Reviews) portrayal of the
complex bond between sisters,
between mothers and
daughters alike, and “will
captivate you from suspenseful
start to surprising finish”
(Kathleen Barber, author of Are
You Sleeping).
LORD OF LA PAMPA - Kay
Thorpe 2015-01-01
Local Woman Missing - Mary
Kubica 2021-05-18
New York Times Bestseller
"Dark and twisty, with whiteknuckle tension and jawdropping surprises." —Riley
Sager, New York Times
bestselling author of Home
Before Dark In this smart and
chilling thriller, master of
suspense Mary Kubica takes
domestic secrets to a whole
new level, showing that some
people will stop at nothing to
keep the truth buried. People
don't just disappear without a
trace… Shelby Tebow is the
first to go missing. Not long
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

after, Meredith Dickey and her
six-year-old daughter, Delilah,
vanish just blocks away from
where Shelby was last seen,
striking fear into their oncepeaceful community. Are these
incidents connected? After an
elusive search that yields more
questions than answers, the
case eventually goes cold.
Now, eleven years later,
Delilah shockingly returns.
Everyone wants to know what
happened to her, but no one is
prepared for what they'll find…
Look for these other riveting
thrillers by Mary Kubica: The
Good Girl Pretty Baby Don't
You Cry Every Last Lie When
the Lights Go Out The Other
Mrs.
Luckiest Girl Alive - Jessica
Knoll 2015-09-08
"In a riveting debut novel that
reads like Prep meets Gone
Girl, a young woman is
determined to create the
perfect life--husband, home,
and career--until a violent
incident from her past
threatens to unravel everything
and expose her most shocking
secret of all. Twenty-eight-yearold New Yorker Ani FaNelli
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seems to have it all: she's a
rising star at The Women's
Magazine, impossibly fit,
perfectly groomed, and about
to marry Luke Harrison, a
handsome blueblood. But
behind that veneer of
perfection lies a vulnerability
that Ani holds close and buries
deep--a very violent and public
trauma from her past that has
left her constantly trying to
reinvent herself. And only she
knows how far she would go to
keep her secrets safe. When a
documentary producer invites
Ani to tell her side of the
chilling incident that took place
when she was a teenager at the
prestigious Bradley School, she
hopes it will be an opportunity
for public vindication. Armed
with the trappings of success-expensive clothes, highpowered byline, a massive
engagement ring--she is
determined to silence the
whispers of suspicion and
blame from her past, and prove
once and for all how far she's
come since Bradley. She'll even
let them film her lavish
wedding on Nantucket, the
final step in her
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

transformation. But perfection
doesn't come without cost. As
the wedding and filming
converge, Ani's meticulously
crafted facade begins to buckle
and crack--until an explosive
revelation offers her a final
chance at redemption, even as
it rocks her picture-perfect
world. Equal parts glitz and
darkness, and with a singular
voice and twisting plot,
Luckiest Girl Alive reads like
Sex & the City--if Carrie
Bradshaw had a closet full of
skeletons instead of shoes. In
Ani FaNelli, Jessica Knoll has
created a complex and
vulnerable heroine who you'll
be rooting for to the very last
page"-The Passenger - Lisa Lutz
2016-03-01
“A dead-serious thriller (with a
funny bone)” (The New York
Times Book Review), from the
author of the New York Times
bestselling Spellman Files
series, comes the story of a
woman who creates and sheds
new identities as she
crisscrosses the country to
escape her past. Forty-eight
hours after leaving her
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husband’s body at the base of
the stairs, Tanya Dubois cashes
in her credit cards, dyes her
hair brown, demands a new
name from a shadowy voice
over the phone, and flees town.
It’s not the first time. She
meets Blue, a female bartender
who recognizes the hunted look
in a fugitive’s eyes and offers
her a place to stay. With
dwindling choices, Tanya-nowAmelia accepts. An
uneasy―and
dangerous―alliance is born.
It’s almost impossible to live off
the grid in the twenty-first
century, but Amelia-now-Debra
and Blue have the courage, the
ingenuity, and the desperation,
to try. Hopscotching from city
to city, Debra especially is
chased by a very dark secret.
From heart-stopping escapes
and devious deceptions, we are
left to wonder…can she
possibly outrun her past? The
Passenger’s white-knuckled
plot and unforeseeable twists
make one thing for certain: the
ride will leave you breathless.
“When the answers finally
come, they are juicy, complex,
and unexpected. The satisfying
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

conclusion will leave readers
rethinking everything and
immediately turning back to
the first page to start again.
Psychological suspense lovers
will tear through this thriller”
(Library Journal, starred
review).
The Secret Life of CeeCee
Wilkes - Diane Chamberlain
2016-05-17
After a dark night of
unimaginable consequences,
CeeCee Wilkes starts a new life
as Eve Elliot and now, as a
successful therapist, finds her
past and present colliding,
forcing her to make a difficult
decision.
The Last to Vanish - Megan
Miranda 2022-07-26
INSTANT NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER “This eerie
thriller…can stand next to
Shirley Jackson’s The Haunting
of Hill House and Stephen
King’s The Shining.” —Booklist
(starred review) New York
Times bestselling author
Megan Miranda returns with a
gripping and propulsive thriller
that opens with the
disappearance of a journalist
who is investigating a string of
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vanishings in the resort town of
Cutter’s Pass—will its dark
secrets finally be revealed? Ten
years ago, Abigail Lovett fell
into a job she loves, managing
The Passage Inn, a cozy,
upscale resort nestled in the
North Carolina mountain town
of Cutter’s Pass. Cutter’s Pass
is best known for its outdoor
offerings—rafting and hiking,
with access to the Appalachian
trail by way of a gorgeous
waterfall—and its mysterious
history. As the book begins, the
string of unsolved
disappearances that has
haunted the town is once again
thrust into the spotlight when
journalist Landon West, who
was staying at the inn to
investigate the story of the
vanishing trail, then disappears
himself. Abby has sometimes
felt like an outsider within the
community, but she’s come to
view Cutter’s Pass as her
home. When Landon’s brother
Trey shows up looking for
answers, Abby can’t help but
feel the town closing ranks.
And she’s still on the outside.
When she finds incriminating
evidence that may bring them
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

closer to the truth, Abby soon
discovers how little she knows
about her coworkers,
neighbors, and even those
closest to her. Megan Miranda
brings her best writing to The
Last to Vanish, a riveting
thriller filled with taut
suspense and shocking twists
that will keep you guessing
until the very end.
Her Daughter's Mother Daniela Petrova 2019-06-18
She befriended the one woman
she was never supposed to
meet. Now she's the key
suspect in her disappearance.
For fans of The Perfect Mother
and The Wife Between Us
comes a gripping psychological
suspense debut about two
strangers, one incredible
connection, and the steep price
of obsession. Lana Stone has
never considered herself a
stalker--until the night she
impulsively follows a familiar
face through the streets of New
York's Upper West Side. Her
target? The "anonymous" egg
donor she'd selected through
an agency, the one who's
making motherhood possible
for her. Hungry to learn more
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about her, Lana plans only to
watch her from a distance. But
when circumstances bring
them face-to-face, an
unexpected friendship is born.
Katya, a student at Columbia,
is the yin to Lana's yang, an
impulsive free spirit who lives
life at the edge. And for
pragmatic Lana, she's a breath
of fresh air and a welcome
distraction from her painful
breakup with her baby's father.
Then, just as suddenly as Katya
entered Lana's life, she
disappears--and Lana might
have been the last person to
see her before she went
missing. Determined to find out
what became of the woman to
whom she owes so much, Lana
digs into Katya's past, even as
the police grow suspicious of
her motives. But she's
unprepared for the secrets she
unearths, and their power to
change everything she thought
she knew about those she loves
best...
The Girl on the Train - Paula
Hawkins 2015-01-13
The #1 New York Times
Bestseller, USA Today Book of
the Year, now a major motion
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

picture starring Emily Blunt.
The debut psychological
thriller that will forever change
the way you look at other
people's lives, from the author
of Into the Water and A Slow
Fire Burning. “Nothing is more
addicting than The Girl on the
Train.”—Vanity Fair “The Girl
on the Train has more fun with
unreliable narration than any
chiller since Gone Girl. . . . [It]
is liable to draw a large,
bedazzled readership.”—The
New York Times “Marries
movie noir with novelistic
trickery. . . hang on tight. You'll
be surprised by what horrors
lurk around the bend.”—USA
Today “Like its train, the story
blasts through the stagnation
of these lives in suburban
London and the reader cannot
help but turn pages.”—The
Boston Globe “Gone Girl fans
will devour this psychological
thriller.”—People EVERY DAY
THE SAME Rachel takes the
same commuter train every
morning and night. Every day
she rattles down the track,
flashes past a stretch of cozy
suburban homes, and stops at
the signal that allows her to
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daily watch the same couple
breakfasting on their deck.
She's even started to feel like
she knows them. Jess and
Jason, she calls them. Their
life--as she sees it--is perfect.
Not unlike the life she recently
lost. UNTIL TODAY And then
she sees something shocking.
It's only a minute until the train
moves on, but it's enough. Now
everything's changed. Unable
to keep it to herself, Rachel
goes to the police. But is she
really as unreliable as they
say? Soon she is deeply
entangled not only in the
investigation but in the lives of
everyone involved. Has she
done more harm than good?
How to Start a Fire - Lisa Lutz
2015
A trio of former college friends
reunite 20 years later to share
the stories of their adventures,
rivalries, secrets and losses
while reevaluating the events
of a single night that shaped all
of them. By the award-winning
author of the Spellman Files
series. 40,000 first printing.
Vengeance - Megan Miranda
2014-02-04
In a gripping sequel to
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

celebrated novel, Fracture,
New York Times bestselling
author Megan Miranda once
again straddles the line
between life and death. When
Carson pulled Delaney out of
the frozen water of Falcon
Lake, he died on the side of the
road with his mouth pressed to
hers. When Troy tried to
recreate Delaney's accident,
the lake took him instead. All
the talk about a curse doesn't
shake Decker, until yet another
unthinkable tragedy strikes.
There's just too much
coincidence and death for
Decker to take . . . and too
much anger. Because Delaney
knew it was coming, and she
never said a word. Falcon Lake
still has a hold on them both,
and Decker can't forgive
Delaney until he knows why.
The Perfect Stranger - Megan
Miranda 2019-05-28
A masterful follow-up to the
New York Times bestseller All
the Missing Girls—the gripping
story of a journalist who sets
out to find her missing friend, a
woman who may never have
existed at all. “Think: Luckiest
Girl Alive, The Girl on the
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Train, Gone Girl” (TheSkimm).
When Leah Stevens’ career
implodes, a chance meeting
with her old friend Emmy Grey
offers her the perfect
opportunity to start over.
Emmy, just out of a bad
relationship, convinces Leah to
come live with her in rural
Pennsylvania, where there are
teaching positions available
and no one knows Leah’s past.
Or Emmy’s. Then there’s a
wave of vicious crimes in the
community and Emmy Grey
disappears, and Leah realizes
how very little she knows about
her friend and roommate.
Unable to find friends, family, a
paper trail or a digital
footprint, the police question
whether Emmy Grey existed at
all. And mark Leah as a prime
suspect. Fighting the doubts of
the police and her own sanity,
Leah must uncover the truth
about Emmy Grey—and along
the way, confront her old
demons, find out who she can
really trust, and clear her own
name. Deep, dark, and
irresistibly twisty, “Megan
Miranda’s eerie suspense
thriller…smartly examines the
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

slippery theme of personal
identity” (The New York Times
Book Review).
Soulprint - Megan Miranda
2015-02-03
This stunning futuristic love
story from New York Times
bestselling author Megan
Miranda asks the question:
How far would you go to
escape the past? Seventeenyear-old Alina Chase has spent
her entire life imprisoned on a
secluded island--not for a crime
she committed in this lifetime,
but one done by her past self.
Her very soul is like a
fingerprint, carried from one
life to the next--and Alina is
sick of being guilty. Aided by
three teens with their own
ulterior motives, Alina manages
to escape. Although she's not
sure she can trust any of them,
she soon finds herself drawn to
Cameron, the most enigmatic
and alluring of the trio. But
when she uncovers clues from
her past life, secrets begin to
unravel and Alina must figure
out whether she's more than
the soul she inherited, or if
she's fated to repeat history.
The It Girl - Ruth Ware
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2022-08-04
’Deliciously dark and utterly
addictive — my favourite Ruth
Ware yet’ Lucy Foley Everyone
wanted her life Someone
wanted her dead It was
Hannah who found April’s body
ten years ago. It was Hannah
who didn’t question what she
saw that day. Did her testimony
put an innocent man in prison?
She needs to know the truth.
Even if it means questioning
her own friends. Even if it
means putting her own life at
risk. Because if the killer
wasn’t a stranger, it's someone
she knows… Praise for The It
Girl: 'An absolute belter. Could
not put it down! I thought I
knew who the killer was. Then
I was CERTAIN it was another
person! Then DEFINITELY
another! Great
characterisation, glamorous
setting, all round FABALISS!'
Marian Keyes 'A cracking read
– and that ending!' Shari
Lapena 'Every Ruth Ware novel
is a unique and unexpected
gem and this one is no
exception. A heady, tense,
slowburn dream of a book,
multi-layered and steeped in
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

atmosphere and peril. I loved
every page' Lisa Jewell
‘Impeccably crafted and totally
compulsive – you’ll be sad to
reach the final page and realise
you have to say goodbye’ JP
Delaney ‘Ruth Ware’s richlytextured The It Girl is at once
an engrossing murder mystery
while also a perfectly crafted
and haunting examination of
lost youth and the
compromises of adulthood, as a
woman unpicks the past
secrets of her university
friends to finally lay to rest her
murdered best friend, the
dazzling April. Reminiscent of
The Secret History, Ware has
surpassed herself with this
gripping, absorbing whodunnit.
I loved it! All hail the Queen'
Sarah Pinborough ‘If you ever
idly wish that Agatha Christie
would write a new book, Ruth
Ware has got you covered. The
It Girl has all the clues, twists
and red herrings you could
wish for, in a thoroughly
modern setting. An impeccably
constructed mystery from start
to finish' Jane Casey 'It’s
brilliant. Ruth is the master of
the fiendishly twisty, yet
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completely believable, plot' Elly
Griffiths 'Just finished The It
Girl by Ruth Ware and now my
life is divided in two: before
and after. Before: cool, calm,
chilled. After: What? No! OMG!
A wild ride that’s deliciously
twisting, with countless gaspout-loud moments' Janice
Hallett 'A new Ruth Ware is
always a treat and The It Girl is
one of her best. You can almost
see her smiling as she feeds
you the little morsels that
should help you work
everything out - if only you
were as clever as Ruth! As
sleek and chilling as a knife
between the ribs' Sarah J.
Naughton ‘Clever. Compelling
and with a terrific sense of
place. Ruth Ware’s The It Girl
grips to the end’ Jane Shemilt
When the Lights Go Out - Mary
Kubica 2018-09-04
“A twisty, captivating, edge-ofyour-seat read.” —Megan
Miranda, bestselling author of
All the Missing Girls “Creepy
and oh so clever!” —Alice
Feeney, bestselling author of
Sometimes I Lie A woman is
forced to question her own
identity in this riveting and
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

emotionally charged thriller by
the blockbuster bestselling
author of The Good Girl, Mary
Kubica Jessie Sloane is on the
path to rebuilding her life after
years of caring for her ailing
mother. She rents a new
apartment and applies for
college. But when the college
informs her that her social
security number has raised a
red flag, Jessie discovers a
shocking detail that causes her
to doubt everything she’s ever
known. Finding herself
suddenly at the center of a
bizarre mystery, Jessie tumbles
down a rabbit hole, which is
only exacerbated by grief and a
relentless lack of sleep. As days
pass and the insomnia worsens,
it plays with Jessie’s mind. Her
judgment is blurred, her
thoughts are hampered by
fatigue. Jessie begins to see
things until she can no longer
tell the difference between
what’s real and what she’s only
imagined. Meanwhile, twenty
years earlier and two hundred
and fifty miles away, another
woman’s split-second decision
may hold the key to Jessie’s
secret past. Has Jessie’s whole
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life been a lie or have her
delusions gotten the best of
her? Don't miss Mary Kubica's
smart and chilling new novel,
Local Woman Missing! Look for
these other pulse-pounding
thrillers by New York Times
bestselling author Mary
Kubica: The Good Girl Pretty
Baby Don't You Cry Every Last
Lie The Other Mrs.
The Hidden Hours - Sara
Foster 2020-11-03
Arabella Lane is found dead in
the Thames on a frosty winter’s
morning after the office
Christmas party. No one is sure
whether she jumped or was
pushed. The one person who
may know the truth is the
office temp, Eleanor. Having
traveled to London to escape
the repercussions of her
traumatic childhood in
Australia, tragedy seems to
follow Eleanor wherever she
goes. To her horror, she has no
memory of the crucial hours
leading up to Arabella’s
death—memory that will either
incriminate or absolve her.
Caught in a crossfire of
accusations, Eleanor fears she
can’t even trust herself, let
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

alone the people around her.
And soon, she’ll find herself in
a race against time to uncover
what happened that night—and
discover just how deadly some
secrets can be.
Such a Quiet Place - Megan
Miranda 2021-07-13
From the New York Times
bestselling author of The Last
House Guest—a Reese
Witherspoon Book Club
selection—comes a riveting,
“suspenseful” (BookPage,
starred review) novel about a
mysterious murder in an idyllic
and close-knit neighborhood.
Welcome to Hollow’s Edge,
where you can find secrets,
scandal, and a suspected
killer—all on one street.
Hollow’s Edge use to be a quiet
place. A private and idyllic
neighborhood where neighbors
dropped in on neighbors,
celebrated graduation and
holiday parties together, and
looked out for one another. But
then came the murder of
Brandon and Fiona Truett. A
year and a half later, Hollow’s
Edge is simmering. The
residents are trapped, unable
to sell their homes, confronted
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daily by the empty Truett
house, and suffocated by their
trial testimonies that
implicated one of their own.
Ruby Fletcher. And now,
Ruby’s back. With her
conviction overturned, Ruby
waltzes right back to Hollow’s
Edge, and into the home she
shared with Harper Nash.
Harper, five years older, has
always treated Ruby like a
wayward younger sister. But
now she’s terrified. What
possible good could come of
Ruby returning to the scene of
the crime? And how can she
possibly turn her away, when
she knows Ruby has nowhere
to go? Within days, suspicion
spreads like a virus across
Hollow’s Edge. It’s increasingly
clear that not everyone told the
truth about the night of the
Truetts’ murders. And when
Harper begins receiving
threatening notes, she realizes
she has to uncover the truth
before someone else becomes
the killer’s next victim.
Pulsating with suspense and
with Megan Miranda’s
trademark shocking twists,
Such a Quiet Place is Megan
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

Miranda’s best novel yet—a
“powerful, paranoid thriller”
(Booklist, starred review) that
will keep you turning the pages
late into the night.
Fracture - Megan Miranda
2014
After falling through the ice of
a frozen lake and being
resuscitated by her best friend
Decker, seventeen-year-old
Delaney begins experiencing a
strange affinity for the dead
and wonders whether she is
predicting death or causing it.
Mirror, Shoulder, Signal Dorthe Nors 2018-06-05
A smart, witty novel of driving
lessons and vertigo, shortlisted for the Man Booker
International Prize Sonja is
ready to get on with her life.
She’s over forty now, and the
Swedish crime novels she
translates are losing their
fascination. She sees a
masseuse, tries to reconnect
with her sister, and is finally
learning to drive. But under the
overbearing gaze of her driving
instructor, Sonja is unable to
shift gears for herself. And her
vertigo, which she has always
carefully hidden, has begun to
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manifest at the worst possible
moments. Sonja hoped her
move to Copenhagen years ago
would have left rural Jutland in
the rearview mirror. Yet she
keeps remembering the
dramatic landscapes of her
childhood—the endless sky, the
whooper swans, the rye
fields—and longs to go back.
But how can she return to a
place that she no longer
recognizes? And how can she
escape the alienating streets of
Copenhagen? In Mirror,
Shoulder, Signal, Dorthe Nors
brings her distinctive blend of
style, humor, and insight to a
poignant journey of one woman
in search of herself when
there’s no one to ask for
directions.
In a Dark, Dark Wood - Ruth
Ware 2015-08-04
*AUTHOR OF THE WOMAN IN
CABIN 10 and THE LYING
GAME *INSTANT NEW YORK
TIMES, USA TODAY, AND LOS
ANGELES TIMES
BESTSELLER *SOON TO BE A
MAJOR MOTION PICTURE An
NPR Best Book of the Year * An
Entertainment Weekly Summer
Books Pick * A Buzzfeed “31
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

Books to Get Excited About this
Summer” Pick * A Publishers
Weekly “Top Ten Mysteries and
Thrillers” Pick * A Shelf
Awareness Best Book of the
Year * A BookReporter
Summer Reading Pick * A New
York Post “Best Novels to Read
this Summer” Pick * A Shelf
Awareness “Book Expo
America 2015 Buzz Book” Pick
What should be a cozy and funfilled weekend deep in the
English countryside takes a
sinister turn in Ruth Ware’s
suspenseful, compulsive, and
darkly twisted psychological
thriller. Sometimes the only
thing to fear…is yourself. When
reclusive writer Leonora is
invited to the English
countryside for a weekend
away, she reluctantly agrees to
make the trip. But as the first
night falls, revelations unfold
among friends old and new, an
unnerving memory shatters
Leonora’s reserve, and a
haunting realization creeps in:
the party is not alone in the
woods.
The Scholarship - Jaime
Maddox 2017-08-15
Looking to find harmony, Ella
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Townes leaves a big
Philadelphia college and
returns to the mountains where
she spent her youth. She
quickly makes a
friend—Cassidy Ryan, a woman
with Down syndrome who is
the neighborhood busybody
and sister of a very attractive
ER doctor whom Ella finds
equally charming. Under the
watchful eye of Cass, Ella and
Reese begin a promising
friendship. Then Ella writes a
scholarship in memory of a
childhood friend who was
murdered, and things begin to
unravel. The scholarship stirs
interest in the cold case, and
soon the murderer is
maneuvering to protect his
secret. After Cass is brutally
attacked, Ella and Reese
question her. The killer’s
identity becomes clear, but
after twenty years, is there
enough evidence to bring him
to justice?
Megan Miranda Boxset Megan Miranda 2021-10-07
Four gripping thrillers in one:
discover Megan Miranda's first
four thrillers in one fast-paced,
dramatic collection, perfect if
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

you love Shari Lapena, Lisa
Jewell and Gillian McAllister.
Includes Reese Witherspoon
Book Club pick, The Last
House Guest All the Missing
Girls It's been ten years since
Nicolette Farrell left her rural
hometown after her best
friend, Corinne, disappeared
without trace. Then a letter
from her father arrives - 'I need
to talk to you. That girl. I saw
that girl.' Has her father's
dementia worsened, or has he
really seen Corinne? Returning
home, Nicolette must finally
face what happened on that
terrible night all those years
ago. Then, another young
woman goes missing, almost to
the day of the anniversary of
when Corinne vanished. And
like ten years ago, the whole
town is a suspect. What really
happened to Corinne...? The
Perfect Stranger Having
reached a dead end in Boston,
failed journalist Leah Stevens
needs a change. When she runs
into an old friend, Emmy Grey,
who is moving to rural
Pennsylvania, Leah decides to
join her. But their fresh start is
quickly threatened when a
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woman with an eerie
resemblance to Leah is
assaulted by the lake, and
Emmy disappears days later.
Determined to find Emmy,
Leah helps Detective Kyle
Donovan to investigate her
friend's life for clues. But with
no friends, family or digital
footprint, the police begin to
suspect that there is no Emmy
Grey. Forced to question her
version of reality and to save
herself, Leah must uncover the
truth - no matter how dark or
terrible it may be... The Last
House Guest One year ago,
Avery's best friend Sadie was
found dead - dashed on the
rocks the night of the infamous
end-of-summer party. To
Avery's disbelief, the police
quickly rule Sadie's death a
suicide. A year later new
evidence surfaces that
suggests Sadie was murdered.
Evidence that places Avery
under suspicion. Grief-stricken
and ostracized, Avery must
clear her name before she's
branded a killer... The Girl
from Widow Hills When Arden
Maynor was six years old, she
was swept away in a terrifying
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

storm and went missing for
days. Against all odds, she was
found alive, clinging to a storm
drain. Fame followed, and so
did fans, creeps and stalkers.
As soon as she was old enough,
Arden changed her name and
left Widow Hills behind.
Twenty years later, Olivia, as
she is now known, is plagued
by night terrors. She often
finds herself out of bed in the
middle of the night, sometimes
streets away from her home.
Then one evening she jolts
awake in her yard, with the
corpse of a man at her feet...
The Girl from Widow Hills Megan Miranda 2021-06-15
As a child, Arden Maynor was
swept away while sleepwalking
during a terrifying rainstorm.
Found alive days later clinging
to a storm drain, the girl from
Widow Hills was a living
miracle. Arden's mother wrote
a book. Now a young woman
living hundreds of miles away,
Arden goes by Olivia. With the
twentieth anniversary of her
rescue approaching, the media
will inevitably renew its
interest in Arden. Then Olivia
begins sleepwalking again. One
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night she jolts awake in her
yard-- and at her feet is the
corpse of a man she knows
from her previous life. -adapted from jacket
They Wish They Were Us Jessica Goodman 2021-06-29
"ONE OF THIS SUMMER'S
BUZZIEST YA READS"-Entertainment Weekly AN
INSTANT INDIEBOUND
BESTSELLER Gossip Girl
meets One of Us Is Lying with
a dash of The Secret History in
this slick, taut murder mystery
set against the backdrop of an
exclusive prep school on Long
Island. In Gold Coast, Long
Island, everything from the
expensive downtown shops to
the manicured beaches, to the
pressed uniforms of Jill
Newman and her friends, looks
perfect. But as Jill found out
three years ago, nothing is as it
seems. Freshman year Jill's
best friend, the brilliant,
dazzling Shaila Arnold, was
killed by her boyfriend. After
that dark night on the beach,
Graham confessed, the case
was closed, and Jill tried to
move on. Now, it's Jill's senior
year and she's determined to
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

make it her best yet. After all,
she's a senior and a Player--a
member of Gold Coast Prep's
exclusive, not-so-secret secret
society. Senior Players have
the best parties, highest grades
and the admiration of the
entire school. This is going to
be Jill's year. She's sure of it.
But when Jill starts getting
texts proclaiming Graham's
innocence, her dreams of the
perfect senior year start to
crumble. If Graham didn't kill
Shaila, who did? Jill vows to
find out, but digging deeper
could mean putting her
friendships, and her future, in
jeopardy.
The Safest Lies - Megan
Miranda 2016
"When Kelsey's agoraphobic
mother disappears after years
of claiming the kidnappers she
escaped from were coming
back for her, Kelsey quickly
discovers that her mother isn't
who she thought she was -- and
she's not the abductor's only
target"-All the Missing Girls - Megan
Miranda 2016-06-28
Ten years after leaving Cooley
Ridge, Nicolette Farrell returns
19/26
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to care for her ailing father. A
decade ago, she, her brother
Daniel, her boyfriend Tyler,
and Corinne's boyfriend
Jackson were suspects when
Corinne--Nic's best friend-disappeared without a trace.
Within days of Nic's return,
they are plunged into a
shocking drama when Nic's
neighbor Annaleise, who is
dating Tyler and was the
group's alibi ten years
previously, goes missing. Told
backwards from the time
Annaleise disappears, the book
follows Nic as she works to
unravel the truth and, in the
process, reveals shocking
realities about her friends, her
family, and what really
happened to Corinne that night
ten years ago.
The Ex - Alafair Burke
2017-01-31
In this breakout standalone
novel of suspense in the vein of
Gone Girl and The Girl on a
Train, a woman agrees to help
an old boyfriend who has been
framed for murder—but begins
to suspect that she is the one
being manipulated. And look
for Alafair Burke’s latest heartall-missing-girls-megan-miranda

racing novel of psychological
suspense, The Wife, coming in
January 2018. Twenty years
ago she ruined his life. Now
she has the chance to save it.
Widower Jack Harris has
resisted the dating scene ever
since the shooting of his wife
Molly by a fifteen-year-old boy
three years ago. An early
morning run along the Hudson
River changes that when he
spots a woman in last night’s
party dress, barefoot, enjoying
a champagne picnic alone,
reading his favorite novel.
Everything about her reminds
him of what he used to have
with Molly. Eager to help Jack
find love again, his best friend
posts a message on a popular
website after he mentions the
encounter. Days later, that
same beautiful stranger
responds and invites Jack to
meet her in person at the
waterfront. That’s when Jack’s
world falls apart. Olivia Randall
is one of New York City’s best
criminal defense lawyers.
When she hears that her
former fiancé, Jack Harris, has
been arrested for a triple
homicide—and that one of the
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victims was connected to his
wife’s murder—there is no
doubt in her mind as to his
innocence. The only question is
who would go to such great
lengths to frame him—and
why? For Olivia, representing
Jack is a way to make up for
past regrets, to absolve herself
of guilt from a tragic decision,
a secret she has held for
twenty years. But as the
evidence against him mounts,
she is forced to confront her
doubts. The man she knew
could not have done this. But
what if she never really knew
him?
All Decent Animals - Oonya
Kempadoo 2013-04-30
In Trinidad, a young woman
recently interested in writing
and her European boyfriend
provide care for their friend, a
closeted homosexual, who is
dying of AIDS in this new novel
from the award-winning author
of Tide Running.
All the Missing Girls - Megan
Miranda 2017-01-31
Ten years ago, Nicolette
Farrell left Cooley Ridge, North
Carolina under difficult
circumstances. She'd just
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

broken up with Tyler, the man
she thought she'd marry, and
her best friend, Corrine, had
disappeared, never to be heard
from again. When the call
comes that her father is ailing,
Nic is living in Philadelphia,
light years away from her
younger self. She drops
everything to care for her dad,
but within days of her return
another girl goes missing. As
Nic works to unravel what
happened to the missing girl,
shocking truths emerge about
her neighbors, her family, and
what really happened to
Corinne that night ten years
ago.
Come Find Me - Megan
Miranda 2019-01-29
From the New York Times
bestselling author of All the
Missing Girls and The Perfect
Stranger comes a captivating
thriller about two teens who
connect when each discovers a
mysterious radio frequency,
which suggests their family
tragedies are mysteriously
connected. After surviving an
infamous family tragedy,
sixteen-year-old Kennedy Jones
has made it her mission to keep
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her brother's search through
the cosmos alive. But then
something disturbs the
frequency on his radio
telescope--a pattern registering
where no signal should
transmit. In a neighboring
county, seventeen-year-old
Nolan Chandler is determined
to find out what really
happened to his brother, who
disappeared the day after
Nolan had an eerie
premonition. There hasn't been
a single lead for two years,
until Nolan picks up an odd
signal--a pattern coming from
his brother's bedroom. Drawn
together by these strange
signals--and their family
tragedies--Kennedy and Nolan
search for the origin of the
mysterious frequency. But the
more they uncover, the more
they believe that everything's
connected--even their pasts--as
it appears the signal is meant
for them alone, sharing a
message that only they can
understand. Is something
coming for them? Or is the
frequency warning them about
something that's already here?
Fragments of the Lost all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

Megan Miranda 2017-11-14
From the New York Times
bestselling author of All the
Missing Girls and The Perfect
Stranger comes a suspenseful
psychological mystery about
one girl's search to uncover the
truth behind her ex-boyfriend's
death. Perfect for fans of We
Were Liars and 13 Reasons
Why. Jessa Whitworth knew
she didn't belong in her exboyfriend Caleb's room. But
she couldn't deny that she was
everywhere--in his photos, his
neatly folded T-shirts, even the
butterfly necklace in his jeans
pocket . . . the one she gave
him for safe keeping on that
day. His mother asked her to
pack up his things--even
though she blames Jessa for his
accident. How could she say
no? And maybe, just maybe, it
will help her work through the
guilt she feels about their final
moments together. But as Jessa
begins to box up the pieces of
Caleb's life, they trigger
memories that make Jessa
realize their past relationship
may not be exactly as she
remembered. And she starts to
question whether she really
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knew Caleb at all. Each
fragment of his life reveals a
new clue that propels Jessa to
search for the truth about
Caleb's accident. What really
happened on the storm-swept
bridge? Praise for Megan
Miranda's All the Missing Girls:
"This thriller's all of your fav
page-turners (think: Luckiest
Girl Alive, The Girl on the
Train, Gone Girl) rolled into
one." --TheSkimm "Fast-paced
and frightening." --Refinery29
"[The] perfect read for thriller
fans." --Bustle
Please See Us - Caitlin Mullen
2020-10-13
A 2021 Edgar Nominee for
Best First Novel In this
sophisticated, suspenseful
debut reminiscent of Laura
Lippman and Megan Miranda,
two young women become
unlikely friends during one
fateful summer in Atlantic City
as mysterious disappearances
hit dangerously close to home.
Summer has come to Atlantic
City but the boardwalk is
empty of tourists, the casino
lights have dimmed, and two
Jane Does are laid out in the
marshland behind the Sunset
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

Motel, just west of town. Only
one person even knows they’re
there. Meanwhile, Clara, a
young boardwalk psychic,
struggles to attract clients for
the tarot readings that pay her
rent. When she begins to
experience very real and
disturbing visions, she suspects
they could be related to the
recent cases of women gone
missing in town. When Clara
meets Lily, an ex-Soho art
gallery girl who is working at a
desolate casino spa and reeling
from a personal tragedy, she
thinks Lily may be able to help
her. But Lily has her own
demons to face. If they can put
the pieces together in time,
they may save another lost
girl—so long as their efforts
don’t attract perilous attention
first. Can they break the illfated cycle, or will they join the
other victims? A “beautifully
written, thoughtful pageturner” (Chloe Benjamin, New
York Times bestselling author
of The Immortalists), Please
See Us is an evocative and
compelling psychological
thriller that explores the
intersection of womanhood,
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power, and violence.
How Not to Fall - Emily
Foster 1949-01-01
An “extremely intelligent,
witty, nerdy, and oh-my-god
over-the-top sexy” debut
novel—first in a New Adult
romance series (Fresh Fiction).
Data, research, scientific
formulae—Annabelle Coffey is
completely at ease with all of
them. Men, not so much. But
that’s all going to change after
she asks Dr. Charles Douglas,
the postdoctoral fellow in her
lab, to have sex with her.
Charles is not only beautiful,
he is also adorably awkward,
British, brilliant, and nice.
What are the odds he’d turn
her down? Very high, as it
happens. Something to do with
that whole
student/teacher/ethics thing.
But in a few weeks, Annie will
graduate. As soon as she does,
the unlikely friendship that’s
developing between them can
turn physical—just until Annie
leaves for graduate school. Yet
nothing could have prepared
either Annie or Charles for
chemistry like this, or for what
happens when a simple
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

exercise in mutual pleasure
turns into something as
exhilarating and infernally
complicated as love. “The
smart characters and Annie’s
earnestness as a heroine are so
refreshing.” —Smart Bitches,
Trashy Books
The Girl from Widow Hills Megan Miranda 2020-06-23
From the New York Times
bestselling author of The Last
House Guest—a Reese
Witherspoon Book Club
pick—comes a riveting new
novel of psychological suspense
about a young woman plagued
by night terrors after a
childhood trauma who wakes
one evening to find a corpse at
her feet. Everyone knows the
story of “the girl from Widow
Hills.” Arden Maynor was just a
child when she was swept away
while sleepwalking during a
terrifying rainstorm and went
missing for days. Strangers and
friends, neighbors and rescue
workers, set up search parties
and held vigils, praying for her
safe return. Against all odds,
she was found, alive, clinging
to a storm drain. The girl from
Widow Hills was a living
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miracle. Arden’s mother wrote
a book. Fame followed. Fans
and fan letters, creeps, and
stalkers. And every year, the
anniversary. It all became too
much. As soon as she was old
enough, Arden changed her
name and disappeared from
the public eye. Now a young
woman living hundreds of
miles away, Arden goes by
Olivia. She’s managed to stay
off the radar for the last few
years. But with the twentieth
anniversary of her rescue
approaching, the media will
inevitably renew its interest in
Arden. Where is she now? Soon
Olivia feels like she’s being
watched and begins
sleepwalking again, like she
did long ago, even waking
outside her home. Until late
one night she jolts awake in
her yard. At her feet is the
corpse of a man she
knows—from her previous life,
as Arden Maynor. And now, the
girl from Widow Hills is about
to become the center of the
story, once again, in this
propulsive page-turner from
suspense master Megan
Miranda.
all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

All the Missing Girls - Megan
Miranda 2016-06-28
***A NEW YORK TIMES
BESTSELLER*** A New York
Times Book Review “Editors’
Choice” Entertainment Weekly
— Thriller Round-Up The Wall
Street Journal — 5 Killer Books
for 2016 Hollywood Reporter —
Hot Summer Books…16 Must
Reads “This thriller’s all of
your fave page-turners (think:
Luckiest Girl Alive, The Girl on
the Train, Gone Girl) rolled into
one.” —TheSkimm “Both
[Gillian] Flynn’s and Miranda’s
main characters also reclaim
the right of female characters
to be more than victim or
femme fatale… All the Missing
Girls is set to become one of
the best books of 2016.” —Los
Angeles Review of Books
“Extremely interesting…a
novel that will probably be
called Hitchcockian.” —The
New York Times Book Review
“Are you paying attention?
You’ll need to be; this thriller
will test your brain with its
reverse chronological
structure, and it’s a pageturner to boot.” —Elle Like the
spellbinding psychological
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suspense in The Girl on the
Train and Luckiest Girl Alive,
Megan Miranda’s novel is a
nail-biting, breathtaking story
about the disappearances of
two young women—a decade
apart—told in reverse. It’s been
ten years since Nicolette
Farrell left her rural hometown
after her best friend, Corinne,
disappeared from Cooley Ridge
without a trace. Back again to
tie up loose ends and care for
her ailing father, Nic is soon
plunged into a shocking drama
that reawakens Corinne’s case
and breaks open old wounds
long since stitched. The
decade-old investigation
focused on Nic, her brother
Daniel, boyfriend Tyler, and
Corinne’s boyfriend Jackson.
Since then, only Nic has left
Cooley Ridge. Daniel and his
wife, Laura, are expecting a
baby; Jackson works at the
town bar; and Tyler is dating
Annaleise Carter, Nic’s
younger neighbor and the
group’s alibi the night Corinne
disappeared. Then, within days
of Nic’s return, Annaleise goes

all-missing-girls-megan-miranda

missing. Told backwards—Day
15 to Day 1—from the time
Annaleise goes missing, Nic
works to unravel the truth
about her younger neighbor’s
disappearance, revealing
shocking truths about her
friends, her family, and what
really happened to Corinne
that night ten years ago. Like
nothing you’ve ever read
before, All the Missing Girls
delivers in all the right ways.
With twists and turns that lead
down dark alleys and dead
ends, you may think you’re
walking a familiar path, but
then Megan Miranda turns it
all upside down and inside out
and leaves us wondering just
how far we would be willing to
go to protect those we love.
The Harbor - Katrine Engberg
2022-02-22
"Copenhagen-based police
detectives Jeppe Korner and
Anette Werner are on a new
case--their deadliest yet--in a
thriller from the internationally
bestselling author of The
Tenant and The Butterfly
House"--
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